How to... make a campaign comic
Are you a young person? Care about climate? Want to get your voice heard
and influence others? Then read on!
We've been inspired by Grassroots comics from around the world. From
Manchester to Mumbai and beyond people have been making comics on important social
issues. Sometimes funny, sometimes sad or shocking, always thought-provoking. You do not
need to be a politician, a great artist or a scientific expert, just a person with a perspective, a
point to make and (short!) story to tell!
Grassroots comics are a cheap and easy way to share important messages. CAFOD partners
in Sri Lanka are training people in this method to help them improve their communities. Why
not make a comic with a climate theme and share it with your local parliamentary candidates
in the lead up to the general election so they know you want them to help tackle climate
change?
Be inspired
Check out the comics below for inspiration, then follow the instructions to make your own
comic.
Comic 1: Inertia

Comic 2: My chemicals
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Comic 1: Inertia
1. In a street in Fortaleza, a girl is being robbed in broad daylight.
2. Some passengers on a bus passing by witness this.
3. A passenger notices that the thief is unarmed.
4. But, worried about uncontrolled street violence, the driver speeds away and no one
insists the driver stops the bus.
Story and art by Fabianny Melo, Brazil.
Comic 2: My chemicals
1. A farmer thinks that due to bad weather, his crops will not be ready on time.
2. So he uses strong chemicals to accelerate the process.
3. A few days later, due to the chemical spray, all the fish and aquatic animals die.
4. Due to excess of chemicals used, even the stored water gets contaminated and, when
he showers, it affects his skin badly.
Story and art by Ekkasit, Thailand.
Make your own comic
1. Choose your theme
Choose a theme that you are passionate about for your comic, like climate
change or sustainable energy. Then pick a particular aspect of this theme ‒
your comic will only have four frames, so you need to be specific! Your comic needs to
have a clear message. It helps if you work out who you want to read your comic.
For example, I will write a comic on the theme of sustainable energy. It will show the
benefits of sustainable energy to persuade politicians that we should use more of it.
If you need more info on climate change and sustainable energy, check out the One
Climate, One World (OCOW) Action guide and Infographic for young people.
2. Write your story
You need to keep the story short and punchy ‒ you don't need lots of description as
you can get that across in the pictures. Your story needs four parts:
1. introduction
2. development
3. a twist
4. a conclusion to make sure your message has come across.
For example, my story is about Veronica (OCOW Action guide for young
people p.2)
1. Veronica lives on a farm in a beautiful area of rural Kenya with lots of
sunshine.
2. She wants to be a successful when she grows up so she studies hard at school.
3. But there is no electricity in her area, so she cannot see her books to do her
homework in the evening.
4. Because she is hardworking, she won a solar lantern at school, which means
she can now study in the evening. She is pleased as she has some big exams
coming up so she will be fully prepared.
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3. Practise drawing
Faces
 You can draw a face with just the
letters O and T.
 Keep the O the same, then change
the position of the T to give different
expressions.
 Plan the faces of the characters in
your story. Add moustaches or hair
styles so that each character is
recognisable
Plan your panels
 Draw your characters in the bottom
of the panel and their speech in the
top.
 Comics are read from left to right
and from up to down.
 Use foreground and background
features to add detail to the story.
Drawing bodies
 A body is equivalent to the height of
seven heads.
 Try drawing a body in different
postures, maybe ask someone to act
out the posture so you can draw
them.
 Add clothes to make a complete
body.
 Try adding distinctive characteristics
such as a hat so each character is
recognisable.
Speech balloons
 Use different types of balloons for:
normal speech, thinking, shouting,
whispering and crowds.
 Put the balloon for the person
speaking first at the top of the panel.
 Write in capital letters.

All of the images and advice here on creating comics comes from the World Comics
basic manual in English, download it from worldcomicsindia.com/youcanuse.html
Many thanks to World Comics India for allowing us to share their Grassroots comics
method.
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4. Draw your comic
Print a copy of the comic template (at the end of these instructions) onto A3 paper
and draw your comic in pencil. Illustrate each part of your story in one of the boxes.
Make sure you include characters, speech balloons, images to show the context, like
buildings, cars or trees. Use the boxes in this order: top left; top right; bottom left
then finish in the bottom right.
When you are happy with your comic, go over the pencil in black ink and rub out the
pencil lines. Add an intriguing title to the top of the comic that will make people want
to read the comic.
5. Share your comic

It's really important your comic has an impact! Who needs to see it to make a
change? Maybe it's your local parliamentary candidates, maybe it's your headteacher
or parish priest, perhaps it's your friends or people in your school. Decide the best
way to show the comic to them. This could include:
 Photocopying your comic and putting it on notice-boards in your school or
parish.






Emailing a copy to your local parliamentary candidates.
Taking a photo of it and sharing it online, tagging @CAFOD
#OneClimateOneWorld
More people=more impact, so why not get some friends to make comics too
and hold a One Climate, One World campaign comic exhibition? Perhaps you
could invite guests to sign campaign action cards as part of the exhibition or
you could even invite your local parliamentary candidates. Order campaign
cards, stickers and posters at cafod.org.uk/shop
If you make and share a comic in the lead up to the general election:
Remember, CAFOD does not seek to influence voters for or against a particular
political party, candidate or category of candidates.

6. What's the impact?
After you have shared your comic, have a think about what difference it has made.
Has it changed people's views? Encouraged them to save energy? Celebrate your
success and let us know ‒ we always love to hear from you! Get in touch @CAFOD on
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram and education@cafod.org.uk
What shall I do next?
 Interested in general election issues? Check out Ask an election
question resources at cafod.org.uk/campaign
 Get involved with the One Climate, One World campaign at
cafod.org.uk/greatgeneration
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